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Colortape International Film Festival Rules - Terms & Conditions for 2019 

EIGHT (8) MOST IMPORTANT RULES filmmakers and representatives who submit/enter film into festivals  

need to follow: 

1. Sign Up and Register with either platform is convenient for you. Example Festhome.com, 

FilmFreeway.com/f/1009,   

2. Pay the fee as required so we can fulfil our obligation to these submissions platforms. Wavers are 

limited to war torn/ embargo countries ONLY. Students have discount offers listed, PLEASE don’t 

request wavers if you are a student, due to ongoing overheads and costs related to running the festival, 

process entries then screen your films it does cost us money. Since we are a not-for-profit organization 

and we don’t get any help from government through grants we must fund it from our own pockets, 

running the events with volunteers with no revenue. We provide these events FREE of charge tio the 

local audience (local community)! We don’t charge for screening sessions BUT we must pay for licenses 

and MUST pay for hiring venues, public liability insurance etc. 

3.  Provide us FULL details of the film. Film Title, Name of director, Email contact address, full postal 

address (current) where we can send you the awards/certificates and surface mail 

4. Provide us a FULL download link to a SCREENER. PLEASE do not provide us with trailers, we need the 

FULL length of your film or otherwise entries submitted will be penalised and will loose point. Technical 

specs to follow: MP4 format preferred but quick time (mov) or MPEG file is OK too. As long as is less 

than 1.8 Gig in size. REMEMBER: compress down to 1.8Gig files larger than that will be time consuming 

and hard for us to access due to bandwith limitations. ALL foreign films MUST have an rst file attached 

or sent to us. Failure to provide subtitles in English will be heavily penalised. Our judges and audience 

MUST be able to understand your film. 

5. PLEASE provide us with an A4 size poster for the film submitted in 300 DPI resolution. Can be emailed 

directly to us with title and director’s name via colortape@gmail.com 

6. Do NOT canvass or request our judges names, any jury information, or their contact or email addresses, 

and refrain from PLAGIARISM. All these will disqualify your entry/work from our festival Voting ONLINE, 

if available and when available, you are permitted to cast ONLY one vote per IP address/Email address.  

7. The works submitted be it either a film, documentary, script, animation etc MUST belong to the rightful 

creator/producer! Cannot take credit for somebody else’s work, nor steal and submit somebody else’s 

work without proper authorization.  

8. The work submitted MUST be original!  

These are very simple and fair rules and we expect all to respectfully follow them and abide by them, in 

fairness to all filmmakers and creators of content.  

The CEO & Founder wishes you best luck with your work in our Colortape competition and film 

festival on the festivals circuits around the world. Colortape has become one of the largest film 

festivals in the South East Asia-Pacific region with the help of filmmakers and volunteers such as 

yourselves. Keep those movies and scripts coming! THANK YOU! 


